Making a Slider

You need: two 5 X 8 unlined colored index cards, a ruler, scissors, and tape

Cut a rectangle in the center of one 5X 8 card.

![Diagram of front of card with rectangle cut out in center]

Use another 5 X 8 card to cut narrow 3/8" strips that are longer than the height of the rectangle cut in the first card. These are taped to make loops that hold the slider on the back of the card.

![Diagram of back of card with rectangles and tapes labeled as 'tape' and 'loop']

From the second 5 X 8 card, cut a rectangle slightly wider and slightly longer than the opening in the first card. Slide it into the loops on the back of the first card (as a belt on clothing).

![Diagram of slider being moved up and down]